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Himalayan Yoga Resort - Yoga in Nepal, Nepal yoga retreat, yoga teacher training course in Nepal 


Welcome to Himalaya Yoga Resort an Oasis ...
Himalayan Yoga Resort is set in a sprawling 40,000 square feet area with lush green gardens and an abundance of trees offers a truly enchanting and serene retreat for yoga practitioners and wellness enthusiasts. As you enter the resort, you’re greeted by manicured gardens adorned with vibrant, fragrant flowers and lovely trees. As the retreat is close to Nagarjun holy forest,  the air is filled with the earthy aroma of lush greenery. Practicing yoga here feels like a union with nature, where the calming sounds of rustling leaves and chirping birds become your soundtrack. 

You will enjoy the Fresh Mountain Air : 
As the Yoga retreat is adjoing with Nagarjun forest - the invigorating mountain air invigorates your senses as you practice pranayama (breath control) techniques, breathing deeply in this environment rejuvenates your body and soul.

Sustainable Yoga Practices: 
The Yoga resort is committed to sustainability, utilizing renewable energy sources, rainwater harvesting and organic gardening to minimize its environmental impact. The harmony with nature extends beyond the surface. Reconnecting with You, Himalaya Yoga retreat is not just a destination; it’s an opportunity to reconnect with yourself, to find balance and to immerse yourself in the profound beauty of the natural world.

Whether you’re deepening your yoga practice, seeking tranquility, or simply escaping the hustle and bustle of everyday life, Himalayan Yoga resort is perfect place for you. Come and enojoy a memorable retreat with us. 
We offer Multiple day Yoga retreats and offer Yoga teacher trainning course in Nepal by certified some of the best experienced Yoga treachers in Nepal. 
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Why Himalayan Yoga Resort?

This Yoga Retreat is an opportunity for one to relax and rest in the natural presence and awareness. The natural beauty of the gardens, panoramic views of Kathmandu valley, crown forest of national park and greenery provides the perfect atmosphere for exploring one’s divine and spiritual energy.

The schedule, teaching and environment of HYR allow one to let go of the demands and bustle of daily life and to reconnect and reveal their own deeper peace and knowledge. Yoga asanas, pranayamas, dhyana, mouna, and leisure time in the natural greenery assists in letting go one's all hectic activity. As we let go of stress and the busy mind, a deeper knowing inside that is always present has a chance to reveal itself.
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I have enjoyed my stay with you at HIYA very much and I have taken much with me back to London. So far I have incorporated much of my experiences with you into my daily life...



David Stace - USA

	
	
	
	
	









I visited HIYA twice, in the course of June and July 2016, each time as a 2-day yoga retreat (overnight stay), with accommodation within the Kailash bungalow. Located slightly away...



 Laurence Claire - Switzerland

	
	
	
	
	









After a trek around the Annapurna region and few days in heavily polluted Thamel, I was ready for a change of scenery. I wasn't sure what to do with my last three days in...



K. Anand - USA

	
	
	
	
	










After traveling around the world I felt exhausted and unhealthy, after a week here at HIYA I feel completely rejuvenated, healthy and relaxed. The staffs here are friendly and the food is... 



Daniel Gray - Australia

	
	
	
	
	










After coming back from an exhausting trekking tour in Bhutan I could not find a better place for some relaxing days in Kathmandu. It was perfect to find a spot at Himalayan Int'l Yoga...



Nicole - Germany

	
	
	
	
	














 


	
	






Contact Address

	 Nagarjun-2, Halchowk -
  Gairigaun Chautara,  Kathmandu, Nepal

	 +84778818236 (Subash) +9779851017772 (Rajan),

	yogainnepal@gmail.com  
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On Lonely Planet

We are recommended on Lonely Planet, Nepal 8th edition, 2009 -page 410 – yoga in nepal 

Find the book
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